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New Year, New Beginnings
By Executive Director, Elizabeth d’Huart

The beginning of every new year is a natural time for reflection, observation, and
anticipation and for catching up with community colleagues and Museum members
who are busy or away over the holiday season. Cleaning files, closing out old
projects and beginning new ones, writing notes for the first BHM board meeting of the year – all of these tasks help
to tidy the mind as well as the work place. Ordinarily, we would have started 2017 with the Museum’s January
Annual Membership Potluck. Unfortunately, Mother Nature had
other plans! With dire warnings about the impending “perfect
storm” headed our way we decided that it was better to be safe than
sorry and sent out emails and made phone calls to our Museum
friends cancelling the January 8th dinner. I think we made the right
decision based on the comments we received from our members
who were relieved not to be heading out into the wind and rain.
The cancellation also prompted some rethinking on our part about
the timing of this event, resulting in our decision to perhaps
reschedule this get-together during more clement weather and as a
lunch event as opposed to dinner. I think it would be lovely to be
able to gather in our beautiful Spenger Garden with the sun
shining, roses blooming, and the fountain splashing, providing an
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enjoyable outdoor and indoor occasion for all. (For those sensitive to environmental concerns,
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Saturday, February 25, 2017
8:00 PM, doors open at 7:00 PM
No-Host Bar
Tickets $25
Tickets available at: Museum Office, Museum Gift
Shop, BrownPaperTickets.com, Bookshop Benicia

We welcome back the Black Irish Band as they perform their
unique blend of Celtic, Spanish, and Italian Music. Hailing
from the historic Gold Rush Country of America, the four
member Black Irish Band has a musical style that captures
the spirit of the immigrants of this land, the men and
women who tamed the Wild West.
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know that our fountain uses recycled water and is only turned on for this sort of
event: also that our roses are well- established and drought- resistant and are
thriving with less frequent watering than previously!) Please be sure to check the
calendar section in future newsletters announcing the new date for the Potluck.
Personally, I am really looking forward to sitting in the sun, drink in hand!
Meanwhile, I am happy to report that the major plumbing problem that
occurred during one of the busiest periods in our calendar – our annual Christmas
Tree Lot sale – has been resolved, at least for the time being. We certainly revere
our historical treasures, but are not as fond of ancient underground conduits that
plague us with their uncharted
meandering and obsolete materials.
Our thanks to the City for digging up
and reconfiguring the “spaghetti
junction” that caused the problem.
Perhaps this is the perfect opportunity
to mention one of the most
interesting artifacts in our collection,
the beautifully constructed wooden
water pipe, circa 1880, unearthed in
the area. It is a beautifully formed
object and has the marvelous patina
of age and appeal of an organic art
Wooden pipe circa 1905 used by the Benicia Water
piece – it is currently on view in the Company to bring water to downtown Benicia.
“Benicia’s Industrial Legacy” display
in Building #7.
Speaking of art, I was excited this past December to welcome to the
Museum the crew from the Fox Business News program “Strange Inheritance”
who came to film a segment on Benicia artist Guillermo Wagner Granizo. As you
may recall, we repurposed a former media space in the upstairs exhibit area to
accommodate a gallery housing the artist’s donated ceramic tile art pieces
referencing the people and places in Benicia’s history. We are pleased that our
efforts to increase appreciation of his work may now have an even greater reach
through this TV segment; I am told that there is no set date for its airing at this
juncture, but that the show is on Monday nights at 6 PM on Comcast channel 761
– watch this space for further information. I do hope that footage from the
Museum will not be left on the cutting-room floor as is often the case! For those
who are interested, the Museum
has produced a full-color walking
tour book about Granizo’s
downtown sidewalk tiles available
at the Museum gift shop.
With the successful
November 2016 installation and
opening of our new permanent
exhibit “The Benicia Arsenal in
War and Peace”, featuring an
illustrated twenty-foot timeline
and a number of explanatory
Ganizo’s works currently on display in the Mixed storyboards, dioramas, cases
Media Gallery.
displays of medals and other
artifacts, we will be continuing our refreshment and refinement of all permanent
exhibits, including our educational units about Matthew Turner and his enormous
importance to maritime history; also additional information on the fascinating
and convoluted history of “Rancho Soscol”, the name of the original acreage upon
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which our City was eventually built. Highlighting the continual land grabs
and land grants, this political and cultural backstory to our part of California
is the story of the state in miniature and is essential to understanding all
aspects of Benicia’s development within the context of America’s westward
expansion. We are grateful to Gizzi Reep Foley for their sponsorship of the
new Arsenal exhibit and also to the community for the many compliments we
have received. We will continue to improve on what we have - now, more
than ever, it is essential to take pride in our shared community, both past and
present, and to connect with each other through our shared identity.
Lastly, it is with sadness but also with best wishes for her future that
we say farewell to Katelynn Burmark, our Office Manager, who is leaving us
to return to school to begin her studies towards attaining her teacher’s degree.
Katelynn has been a real asset to the Museum, addressing not only the
essential, regular administrative duties for this organization, but also utilizing
her design skills to produce great graphics for our ads, storyboards, and even
our Christmas cards! We wish Katelynn all the best, and are happy to
introduce Maureen Williams who has office experience with a number of
local organizations, most recently with the Willows Theatre Company in
Katelynn and Maureen in front of
the office.
Concord. Maureen promises to have the same skill sets and presence of
Katelynn, so we are fortunate to have found her – Welcome Maureen!

Calendar of Events
Benicia Library First Tuesday Poetry Group—
“Love Poetry Contest” Reading and Award Ceremony
♦ Sunday, February 19th, 2017
♦ 2:00 PM—4:00 PM
♦ Free to the Public
Black Irish Band in Concert
♦ Saturday, February 25th, 2017
♦ 8:00 PM, doors open at 7:00 PM
♦ Tickets $25
♦ No-host bar
“Benicia Arsenal in War and Peace”
♦ New Permanent Exhibit
♦ Included in Museum Entry
“Guillermo Wagner Granizo: Artist, Historian, Storyteller”
♦ Current Mixed Media Gallery Exhibit
♦ To Be Featured on “Strange Inheritance” A Fox Business News Channel Program
♦ Included in Museum Entry
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By Board Member, Reginald Page

“The Extraordinary Life of Charles
P. Stone”
by Dr. Blaine Lamb
While some very well-known figures prominent in United States history
(such as Ulysses S. Grant and William Tecumsah Sherman) passed
through Benicia during its early years, one figure who played a crucial
role in our nation’s history has largely been forgotten - until recently.
That man was Charles P. Stone, for which the Museum Hall is named. His story and his role in
U.S. history have been told in a recent book by Dr. Blaine Lamb, whom we were honored to have
as our speaker at the November opening of the new Museum exhibit “The Benicia Arsenal in War
and Peace”.
Charles P. Stone was in charge of the Benicia Arsenal from 1850 to 1856. During that time, he
oversaw the construction of the three sandstone buildings originally used to store munitions and
which now partially house the Benicia Historical Museum. Under orders to complete work on
Building 9 (which houses the main Museum galleries), he used his own money to commence
construction when delays threatened the funding. Impressed with his dedication and management,
Stone was asked to take charge of the protection of President Abraham Lincoln before and during
the inauguration of 1861 and was also tasked with the defense of Washington, D.C. at the start of
the Civil War.
Lincoln’s election to the Presidency was not
popular with all Americans, and there had been
numerous threats against his life even before he
assumed office. One threat in particular was
deemed particularly credible; Stone, along with
others, was able to convince the President-Elect to
change his itinerary as he traveled to Washington
for the inauguration. Stone himself set up the
security that would ensure Lincoln’s safety and the
safety of the U.S. Capitol during that time. At the
outbreak of the Civil War a few months later, there
was grave concern that rebel forces would move on
the Capitol and seize
Death of Col Edward D. Baker: At the Battle of
it outright at a time
Balls Bluff near Leesburg Va. Oct. 21st 1861, by
when there were
Currier and Ives
minimal Union troops
to effectively defend it, as recruitment efforts were just getting
underway. Nonetheless, Stone organized an effective recruitment
and positioning of troops and expedited the arrival forces from the
North to protect it. It remained under Union control for the rest of the
war.
Unfortunately, Stone had the misfortune of being the commanding
officer of several units involved in one of the early battles of the Civil
War during which his direct orders were disobeyed, leading to
numerous casualties, the retreat of union soldiers and the death of the
person who actually directed the forces in the field. Despite being
innocent of all wrongdoing, Stone was blamed for this military fiasco
and put into prison as Congress needed to have a scapegoat for the
debacle. No charges were ever pressed, but as a consequence Stone
was largely side-lined for the remainder of the war and he resigned his
commission in September of 1864.
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Stone’s story, however, does not end there. He went on to play a
significant role in the modernization of the Egyptian military and also the construction of the
foundation for the Statue of Liberty. I cannot recommend more highly Dr. Lamb’s fascinating and
very well-written book, “The Extraordinary Life of Charles Pomeroy Stone – Soldier, Surveyor,
Pasha, and Engineer”. It is available at the Museum’s gift shop.
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